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Your chronicler has
had several responses
to the matters raised
in ‘Hard cases’, an
excerpt of the court
transcript reported
earlier (Curr Biol
2000, 10:R127). All
who were authors of
papers have quoted
virtually identical
experiences: the
rejection of a paper turning on
differences between a referee and
the authors and always decided in
favour of the referee by the editors.
They greeted with relish the idea
that a referee could be compelled to
reveal himself in a court for
cross-examination. Others, however,
including two editors, felt that the
anonymity of referees was sacrosanct
and were horrified by the proposition
that it should be breached. Readers
may be interested to read this
excerpt from a case brought before
the Court of Appeal.
Mr R.E. Buttal Q.C.: May it
please your Lordship, I appear for the
appellants in this case. We are
appealing against the order of a lower
court, compelling my clients to reveal
the name of a referee used by my
clients in the prosecution of their
work as editors and publishers of a
scientific journal. M’lud, the function
of referees is to provide the editors of
such journals with expert opinion on
the content of scientific papers, which
are often highly technical and on the
frontier of advancing knowledge.
They are needed to bring a
specialist’s view to such questions as
whether or not the conclusions
reached are justified by the
experiments or observations reported;
whether the experiments were
properly selected and well carried out;
and, in papers of a more theoretical
nature, whether the reasoning used is
correct or not. They may also
comment on how the authors have
dealt with other work in the field.
It is important for the journal,
indeed, for science itself, that referees
can express their views freely and
without regard to any external factors.
More often than not, a referee will be
junior to the senior author of a paper
and if his name were known he might
temper his opinions, fearful of
consequences to his professional
career as an act of retaliation by a
powerful figure in his field. Thus, his
anonymity guarantees complete
objectivity, allowing him to voice his
opinions, without fear or favour. In
addition, this practice not only
ensures that the edifice of scientific
knowledge is soundly constructed but
it also allows all to use publication in
refereed journals as a measure of
scientific competence. Breaking the
anonymity of referees could
ultimately lead to the destruction of
the whole peer review system in
science and place everything in the
hands of the powerful few. Although
it has been put to your Lordships that
this is a solitary instance, we are
concerned that it might become a
precedent and we therefore ask the
Court to grant the appeal.
Mr R. Gument Q.C.: We do not
disagree with the appellant’s
argument that the anonymity of
referees guarantees their objectivity
but point out that this is only a
halfway measure. There is a good
argument for instituting an
anonymous authorship of papers,
and, although practical matters may
stand in the way of implementation,
there is no doubt it would double
the objectivity of referees who
would not know whether they were
trouncing a junior colleague or
insulting a senior scientist.
This is not our main point,
however, because our case was
directed not against the referees but
against editors. We agree that editors
require expert advice to make the
decisions that only they can make.
This is especially true for those
journals which cover an exceedingly
wide range of scientific topics with
editors who are not experts in one
field, let alone the whole range. They
need to be reminded that they must
act carefully and fairly in dealing with
the referees’ reports, which are to
them and not to the authors.
Evidence was given in the lower
court by a past editor of a journal
who recalled that his practice in the
middle of the last century was to
quote only relevant excerpts from
the referees’ opinions supporting his
case for accepting or rejecting the
paper. The referees were thus
completely anonymous, because the
authors were prevented from
deducing anything about their
identity from their style or the
typewriter used. Because of the
growth of the scientific enterprise
and the concomitant increase in
editorial activity, this practice
stopped and editors now simply
transmit the referees’ reports to the
author. Occasionally, they point to a
statement which requires the
author’s attention. Often the reports
are contradictory, and they also
contain gratuitous comments on
whether the work is suited to current
fashions of science and the journal,
which have little to do with the
objective review of the science itself.
We had asked the court to order
the referee to appear and defend the
statements made in his report, which
we thought were incorrect, and
which we claimed were
inappropriately relied upon by the
editors. Our argument is with editors
not with referees; we only ask that
they take all measures possible in
their evaluations; they should not be
allowed to hide behind the
anonymity of referees, and not take
responsibility for their actions.
The court adjourned at 5.00pm.
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